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Background: Abdominal lymph node partition is highly relevant to colorectal cancer (CRC) metastasis, 
which may further affect patient prognosis and survival quality. In the traditional diagnostic process, medical 
radiologists must partition all lymph nodes from the computed tomography (CT) images for further 
diagnostics. The manual interpretation of abdominal nodes is experience-dependent and time-consuming, 
especially for node partition. Therefore, automated partition methods are desirable to make the diagnostic 
process more accessible. Automatic abdominal lymph node partition is a challenging task due to the subtle 
morphological features of the nodes and the complex relative position information of the abdominal 
structure.
Methods: In this paper, a node-oriented dataset containing 6,880 nodes with partition labels was 
constructed by seasoned professionals through 2-round annotation due to there being no dataset with 
node-oriented labels to perform the partition task. In addition, specific masking strategies and attention 
mechanisms were proposed for the primary deep neural networks (DNNs). The specific masking strategy 
could utilize the positional and morphological information more substantially, which intensively exploits 
prior knowledge and hones the relative positional information in the lower abdomen. The comprehensive 
attention mechanism could introduce direction-aware information to enhance the inter-channel relationship 
of features and capture rich contextual relationships with multi-scale kernels.
Results: The experiments were based on the node-oriented dataset. The proposed method achieved 
superior performance [accuracy (ACC): 89.74%; F1 score (F1): 85.95%; area under the curve (AUC): 
88.23%], which is significantly higher than the baseline model with several masking strategies (ACC: 
62.05–86.16%; F1: 51.77–80.86%; AUC: 60.44–83.94%). For exploration of attention, the proposed method 
also outperformed the state-of-the-art convolutional block attention module (CBAM; ACC: 88.90%; F1: 
84.09%; AUC: 86.86%) with the same proposed input form.
Conclusions: Experimental results indicate that the innovative method performs better in experimental 
metrics than other prevalent methods. The proposed method is expected to be introduced in future medical 
scenarios, which will help doctors to optimize the diagnosis workflow and improve partition sensitivity.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most frequent 
malignant tumor worldwide, with no restriction on gender 
and race (1). Abdominal lymph node metastasis is the 
leading avenue of multiple diffusion and metastasis of 
CRC (2). Metastatic CRC exacerbates when tumor cells 
spread to other body apparatus or tissues and proliferate 
(3,4). However, CRC is one of the few cancers that can be 
entirely prevented by removing the correlative lymph nodes 
or other precancerous growths (5). Finding lymph nodes 
and determining the partition are effective means to reduce 
the risk of CRC (6). Therefore, it is necessary to accurately 
locate the partition of the abdominal lymph nodes before 
operating (7). Colorectal computed tomography (CT) is a 
popular lymph node checker tool that scans the abdominal 
region directly to help radiologists detect the nodes pre-
surgically (8). Although CT scans can provide a suitable 
method for detecting the abdominal nodes, it is time-
consuming and inefficient to determine the partitions of 
all abdominal lymph nodes artificially. The accuracy of 
diagnosis is related to the skill level, clinical experience, and 
even the psychological state of the individual radiologist (9). 
The development of an automatic abdominal lymph node 
partition method could bring immense benefits to clinical 
diagnosis. Therefore, a kind of automated technology is 
urgently needed for the practical application to assist or 
even replace manual judgment.

With the development of architecture, deep neural 
networks (DNNs) have made creative breakthroughs in 
computer vision (CV) (10). Since the residual network 
(ResNet) (11) excelled in the image classification tasks 
(called Ilsvrc-2015, http://www.image-net.org/challenges/
LSVRC/2015), DNNs have been widely applied in medical 
imaging analysis (12-14). Many studies have been conducted 
in the academic community around colorectal disease 
diagnosis. Lai et al. (15) employed the ResNet to distinguish 
tissue separation in histological colorectal images. Bagheri 
et al. (16) improved the quality of colonoscopy image 
segmentation based on DNNs. Sust et al. (17) utilized the 

patient’s physical indicators and the colonoscopy tumor 
profiles to evaluate the probability of CRC with DNNs. 
Lewis et al. (18) designed Polyp Segmentation Network 
(PSNet) with a dual encoder and decoder architecture 
to detect and segment colorectal polyps. Kang et al. (19) 
processed detailed information with a specific attention 
mechanism, by which we were greatly inspired. In our 
previous research (20), we achieved accurate abdominal 
node detection based on CT scanning. It is widely accepted 
that early detection and partition of the abdominal lymph 
nodes can prevent CRC. However, only a few studies have 
addressed the automatic partition of abdominal lymph 
nodes in CT images. Although Huang et al. (21) have 
conducted similar research, they only explored a simple 
binary classification problem. Their research method merely 
used basic mask information and did not incorporate prior 
knowledge of abdominal organs. Therefore, automated 
partition methods based on DNNs are still desirable to 
make the diagnostic process more accessible.

In this study, a node-oriented dataset with partition labels 
was constructed to address the first problem. It is a large-
scale dataset in the field of colorectal diseases, containing 
nearly 7,000 abdominal lymph nodes. Furthermore, a 
2-round annotation calibration approach was adapted to 
ensure annotating accuracy. A particular masking strategy 
was devised to solve the second issue, which can enhance the 
semantic information surrounding the node. The proposed 
masking strategy integrates the extracted features from 1 
examination in a data-driven manner. The comprehensive 
attention mechanism was designed to address the third 
challenge, which can further boost the performance of the 
backbone network. The proposed attention mechanism 
introduces direction-aware information and captures long-
range dependence among spatial positions.

In general, the main contributions of this manuscript are 
summarized as follows:

(I) A node-oriented dataset based on abdominal 
lymph nodes is constructed to implement the 
node partition task, containing nearly 7,000 nodes. 
Each node is annotated with accurate partition 
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labels through 2-round annotation by seasoned 
professionals.

(II) The specific masking strategy for the tiny nodes 
in the complex abdominal structures is proposed, 
which exploits prior knowledge intensively and 
further hones the relative positional information in 
the lower abdomen.

(III) The comprehensive attention mechanism takes 
full advantage of direction-aware information 
and multi-scale features, which further captures 
rich contextual relationships and long-range 
dependence for superior feature representations.

(IV) Extensive experiments are carried out, including 
ablation experiments and performance analysis. The 
proposed method promotes superior performance 
compared with the other advanced techniques.

Methods

This section explains the proposed method in detail. Firstly, 
a detailed description of the dataset used in our experiments 
is provided. Secondly, the basic architectures are introduced. 
Thirdly, the masking strategies are explained. Fourthly, 
the attention mechanisms are introduced. Finally, the pre-
training and training strategies are described. This study 
was evaluated and approved by the Ethics Committee of 
the West China Hospital, Sichuan University (Nos. 2021-
1678, and 2022-1226) and it conformed to the provisions 

of the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). This 
retrospective study was deemed to carry minimal risk and 
therefore the requirement for informed patient consent 
was waived. The general workflow of the whole proposed 
method is shown in Figure 1.

Data

In this subsection, a detailed description of the dataset 
used in our experiments is provided. The Japanese Society 
for Cancer of the Colon and Rectum (JSCCR) (22), as 
the authority in the field of CRC, declares that all of the 
abdominal lymph nodes can be divided into 2 regions: lateral 
region and non-lateral region (shown in Figure 2). According 
to the detailed publication of JSCCR, the abdominal lymph 
nodes can be further split into 7 partitions: obturator cranial 
lymph nodes (OCLN1), obturator caudal lymph nodes 
(OCLN2), proximal internal iliac lymph nodes (PIILN), 
distal internal iliac lymph nodes (DIILN), common/external 
iliac lymph nodes (C/EILN), aortic bifurcation lymph 
nodes (ABLN), and colorectal mesenteries lymph nodes 
(CMLN), which has more essential clinical consequences 
compared with 2-region categorizing (Table 1). After further 
data desensitization and processing, the dataset would be 
conditionally released to interested researchers.

Collection and division
Only a few open-source datasets are related to abdominal 

Figure 1 The process flowchart of this study, including 4 stages: data acquisition, mask generation, proposed attention, and partition stage. 
The experimental dataset was obtained from West China Hospital, Sichuan University, China, which annotates with accurate partition 
labels. The masking strategy makes full use of prior knowledge contained in the original CT images. The proposed attention mechanism 
is more targeted, which can capture the inter-channel relationship and build long-range spatial dependencies. The final results are divided 
into 7 partitions according to the clinical content. CT, computed tomography; OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator 
caudal lymph node; PIILN, proximal internal iliac lymph node; DIILN, distal internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac 
lymph node; ABLN, aortic bifurcation lymph node; CMLN, colorectal mesenteries lymph node.
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lymph nodes, such as the CTLNDataset (23), which 
still lacks the node-oriented labels and therefore cannot 
be used to carry out partition tasks. Therefore, a node-
oriented dataset was constructed by West China Hospital, 
Sichuan University, China, which annotates with partition 
labels. All cases were collected from follow-up patients 
who agreed to participate. The time span of the cases was 
from November 2012 to May 2020. A total of 236 CT 
cases from 236 patients comprising a total of 6,880 lymph 
nodes were collected and annotated. The distribution of the 
experimental dataset is shown in Figure 3.

During data collection, only 1 case per patient was 
included in the experimental dataset. As data within the 

same case are highly correlated, we followed the basic 
principles of dataset division at the medical case level to 
divide the dataset into a training set (70%), validation 
set (15%), and testing set (15%). The division of the 
experimental dataset is listed in Table 2. The training set 
included 5,084 abdominal lymph nodes from 166 patients 
of 166 cases. The validating set contained 958 lymph 
nodes from 35 patients of 35 cases. Similarly, the testing 
set contained 35 cases from 35 patients with a total of 838 
lymph nodes.

Data annotation
The quality of CT image annotation is highly correlated 
with the clinical experience and medical knowledge of the 
annotator. We applied the 2-round annotation method 
to assure the correctness and quality of abdominal lymph 
node annotation. Each CT case was annotated by 2 junior 
annotators independently. The junior annotators marked 
the locations of lymph nodes and added the corresponding 
partition label for them. The junior annotators were usually 
the radiologists or clinical surgeons in gastrointestinal 
surgery. Then, the middle annotations were merged 
through non-maximum-suppression (NMS) algorithm. In 
the case of any conflict, the merged results were reassessed 
by a senior annotator to obtain the final confirmation. The 
senior annotators were generally the professional specialist 
in gastrointestinal surgery. The 2-round annotation process 
is visualized in Figure 4.

Basic architecture

In this study, some typical diagnostic models were applied. 

Table 1 The clinical descriptions with abdominal lymph nodes of 
different partitions

Region Partition Positional description

Lateral 
region

OCLN1 Crania of the obturator vessels

OCLN2 Cauda of the obturator vessels

PIILN Proximal end of the internal iliac vessels

DIILN Distal end of the internal iliac vessels

C/EILN Along the common/external iliac vessels

ABLN Bifurcation of aorta

Non-lateral 
region

CMLN Near the colorectal mesenteries

OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator caudal 
lymph node; PIILN, proximal internal iliac lymph node; DIILN, 
distal internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac 
lymph node; ABLN, aortic bifurcation lymph node; CMLN, 
colorectal mesenteries lymph node.

Figure 2 Examples of the abdominal lymph node in ultrasound image. The lateral lymph node is identified with red frame, while the non-
lateral lymph node is identified with blue frame. C/EILN, common/external iliac lymph node; CMLN, colorectal mesenteries lymph node.

Example (a):
Lateral region lymph node

Example (b):
Non-lateral region lymph node

CMLN

C/EILN
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Support vector machine (SVM) is a traditional machine 
learning technique, which can be brought into medical 
imaging classification (24). Some high-performance 
convolutional architectures were also employed, such 
as AlexNet (25), VGG16 (26), InceptionV4 (27), Faster 
RCNN (28), YOLOv3 (29), DenseNet (30), ResNet18 (31), 
ResNet34 (32), and ResNet50 (33). Through experimental 
results of various network structures (shown in Table 3), 
the model with best performance is chosen as the basic 
architecture in subsequent experiments.

Masking strategy

Computerized medical imaging has become increasingly 
powerful in clinical diagnosis and therapy. Mask strategy 
is an efficient means of medical image analysis, which 
contributes to understanding contextual information. Zhao 
et al. (34) employed nonlinear masking strategies based on 
the logarithmic image processing models for medical image 
enhancement, improving the visual quality of digital medical 

images. Zhou et al. (35) introduced a patch masking strategy 
into the pre-training stage and aggregated contextual 
information to infer content in masked image regions, 
significantly improving medical image segmentation 
and classification performance. We had explored some 
node-oriented masking strategies in our previous  
research (21). However, further refinements of the node-
oriented masking strategy are required to introduce more 
decision-aided information and achieve more accurate 
classification results. Some imaging characteristics, such 
as the abdominal contours and the bone structures, may 
assist in complex decision making in the clinical setting. 
Therefore, we designed some novel masking strategies to 
further enhance the imaging features.

The abdominal lymph nodes of CT images are miniscule 
and inconspicuous, surrounded by tissues such as blood 
vessels and muscles. The detailed visualization of masking 
strategies is illustrated in Figure 5 with the example 
node marked by a red rectangular box. The labeling box 
inevitably destroys the semantic information contained 

Figure 3 Data distribution of abdominal lymph nodes. OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator caudal lymph node; 
PIILN, proximal internal iliac lymph node; DIILN, distal internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac lymph node; ABLN, 
aortic bifurcation lymph node; CMLN, colorectal mesenteries lymph node.

Table 2 Description of the experimental dataset

Dataset Patient Case
Node partition

OCLN1 OCLN2 PIILN DIILN C/EILN ABLN CMLN

Training 166 166 812 185 181 200 1,095 66 2,545

Validating 35 35 139 42 31 27 187 10 522

Testing 35 35 117 35 30 21 175 9 451

Total 236 236 1,068 262 242 248 1,457 85 3,518

OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator caudal lymph node; PIILN, proximal internal iliac lymph node; DIILN, distal 
internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac lymph node; ABLN, aortic bifurcation lymph node; CMLN, colorectal mesenteries 
lymph node.
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Figure 4 Visualizations of annotating situations. The red frame denotes that there is an abdominal lymph node contained in this rectangular. 
The text below the labeling box denotes the annotating results. (A) In this scenario, both junior annotators and the senior annotator annotate 
that there are no lymph nodes present. (B,C) In these scenarios, the 2 junior annotators hold differing opinions regarding the labeling of 
lymph nodes, and the final decision relies on the judgment of the senior annotator. (D) In this scenario, both junior annotators overlook the 
presence of lymph nodes, but the senior annotator identifies and indicates the nodes. NMS, non-maximum-suppression.

Table 3 Comparison of different basic architectures

Metrics

Basic architecture

Traditional Convolutional

SVM Alex-Net VGG-16 Inception V4 Faster-RCNN YOLOv3 DenseNet ResNet18 ResNet34 ResNet50

ACC (%) 65.27 68.02 69.21 69.45 68.94 68.75 69.03 70.16 70.29 70.41*

F1 (%) 49.71 54.09 54.34 54.94 54.82 55.03 54.11 60.69 60.80 61.45*

AUC (%) 56.54 60.04 60.02 60.60 59.78 60.12 60.43 62.62 63.81 64.94*

ACC, F1, and AUC were calculated on the testing subset. *, superior indicators than other configurations. SVM, support vector machine; 
ACC, accuracy; AUC, area under the curve.

First round

Junior annotator 1 Junior annotator 2

Second round

Senior annotatorNMS merged-result

A
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in the original CT scanning images. In order to better 
utilize the internal feature, an approach to retain the 
semantic information is desirable. Image masks can retain 
information in specific areas and block out the interference 
of irrelevant areas. The mask is a binary matrix mapping 
from a picture, where pixel value 1 represents the region of 

interest (ROI) and pixel value 0 represents the region to be 
ignored. Image mask has 2 obvious advantages: visualizing 
node coordinates from the corresponding CT image 
and reserving useful features based on spatial prior. We 
proposed 6 masking strategies to address the node partition 
task, each representing different semantic information.

Figure 5 Detailed visualization of the masking strategies. (A-F) represent the diagrammatic drawings processed by Masking strategy I–VI. 
The example node is marked by red labeling box. The priori information becomes more and more dense from top to bottom. In the right 
column, the morphological features surrounding the node are introduced compared to the left. CT, computed tomography.

Original CT image with labeling box

Masking strategy I Masking strategy II

Masking strategy III

Masking strategy V Masking strategy VI
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C D

F
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	Masking strategy I: Masking strategy I was designed 
to introduce the approximate positional information 
of abdominal lymph nodes. The original CT image 
with a labeling box is processed by binarization 
treatment. Within the labeling box, the pixel values 
are set to 1. The pixel values of the other area in this 
CT image are set to 0.

	Masking strategy II: On the basis of the introduction 
of positional information, masking strategy II was 
designed to bring morphological information into 
the computation. The pixel values outside the 
marked area are set to 0. Moreover, the pixel values 
in the labeling box retain the values of the original 
CT image based on masking strategy I.

	Masking strategy III: The abdominal outline 
information is vital to the partition task. Masking 
strategy III was designed to better introduce the 
abdominal contours. Within the abdominal contour 
region, the pixel values are set to 1, whereas the pixel 
values in the labeling box and other areas are set to 0.

	Masking strategy IV: Based on the introduction of 
abdominal contours, masking strategy IV, aimed 
to retain the morphological characteristics in the 
original abdominal CT image. In other words, the 
pixels in the labeling box retain the values of the 
original CT image. The rest of the pixel values in the 
abdominal contour region are set to 1. Moreover, the 
pixel values outside the abdominal contour region 
are set to 0.

	Masking strategy V: On the basis of masking 
strategy III, masking strategy V further introduces 
the imaging characteristics of bone. Due to the 
immutability of bones, the relative positional 
information is further heightened.

	Masking strategy VI: Based on masking strategy IV, 
masking strategy VI is the most complete one, which 
has the most abundance semantic information. The 
important characteristics are fully applied, including: 
the morphological features, the abdominal contours, 
and the relative positional information between 
nodes and bones.

In general, the masking strategies I, III, and V only 
retain the approximate location information and ignore the 
morphological features of abdominal lymph nodes. The 
masking strategies II, IV, and VI reserve the morphological 
features of lymph nodes. The masking strategies I and II 
only focus on the nodes, whereas the vision is limited. The 
masking strategies III and IV take the abdominal contours 

into consideration. The masking strategies V and VI 
further introduce the imaging features of abdominal bone, 
improving the relative positional information in the lower 
abdomen.

Comprehensive attention mechanism

Currently, attention is arguably one of the most productive 
mechanisms in the deep learning field (36). Specifically, 
using attention is  a  useful  way to achieve robust 
performance when there are many features in a network. 
According to the application of attention mechanisms in 
different domains, attention mechanisms can be split into 3 
categories: spatial attention, channel attention, and mixed 
attention. There are 2 typical ways for spatial attention: 
self-attention mechanism (37) and non-local attention 
mechanism (38). For channel attention mechanism, there 
are 3 valid modules which can be embedded directly 
into the network: squeeze excitation (SE) (39), selective 
kernel (SK) (40), and coordinate attention (CA) (41). 
For mixed attention mechanism, dual-attention network  
(DA-net) (42) and convolutional block attention module 
(CBAM) (43) are 2 typical representations. Some typical 
attention mechanisms and our proposed attention 
mechanism are shown in Figure 6.

Due to the masking strategy and stacking operation, a 
masking layer was added based on the original input form. 
Besides morphological and positional features, channel 
features between layers should also be considered. Inspired 
by SE (39) (shown in Figure 6A) and CBAM (43) (shown 
in Figure 6B), a novel attention mechanism (shown in 
Figure 6D) directed at lymph node partition was proposed. 
The proposed comprehensive attention mechanism can 
be regarded as a targeted means which is conducive to 
strengthening the expressiveness of the learned features 
for basic architecture (ResNet50). The proposed attention 
mechanism captures both inter-channel relationships 
and long-range spatial dependencies in 2 stages: channel 
attention stage and spatial attention stage. The arrangement 
of the whole attention mechanism is shown in Figure 7.  
F єℝC×H×Wrepresents the intermediate feature map, which is 
also regarded as input. C represents the channel number for 
the image. H and W represent the same image’s height and 
weight, respectively. Subsequently, C, H, and W refer to the 
components in the C, H, and W dimensions, respectively. F1 
and F2 represent the intermediate output after the channel 
attention stage and spatial attention stage, respectively. The 
general formulae of the proposed comprehensive attention 
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mechanism are as follows:

( )
( )

1

2 1 1

channel

spatial

F M F F

F M F F

= ⊗

= ⊗

 
[1]

where Mchannel and Mspatial represent the channel and spatial 
attention operation, respectively. ⊗ denotes element-wise 
multiplication.

Channel attention stage
In the channel stages of previous studies (39,40,43), the 
average and max pooling operations are typical to aggregate 
deeper information. To further improve the performance of 
channel attention, some researchers (41) have introduced 
simplex direction-aware information (shown in Figure 6C). 
Inspired by these above channel attention mechanisms, 
we proposed a novel channel attention stage to capture 

Figure 6 Schematic comparisons with the other advanced attention mechanisms: (A) SE (39) channel attention block; (B) CBAM (43); (C) 
CA (41) block; (D) comprehensive attention (ours) mechanism. Here, the feature maps refer to feature dimensions, C×H×W represents the 
dimension of channel (C), height (H) and width (W). r represents the reduction ratio, which is fixed to 16. Global average pooling denotes as 
GAP and global max pooling denotes as GMP. X Avg Pool and X Max Pool represent 1D horizontal average pooling and 1D horizontal max 
pooling. Y Avg Pool and Y Max Pool represent 1D vertical average pooling and 1D vertical max pooling. SE, squeeze excitation; CBAM, 
convolutional block attention module; CA, coordinate attention; 1D, 1-dimensional.
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direction-aware information and cross-channel feature 
for superior feature representations with intra-class 
compactness. The channel attention map is generated by 
exploiting the inter-channel relationship of features. The 
attention mechanism focuses on the most meaningful part 
of an input image, yet every channel of a feature map can 
be acknowledged as a feature detector. The input feature 
map’s spatial dimension is squeezed, aiming to compute 
the channel attention more efficiently. Both cross-channel 
feature and direction-aware information are captured 
simultaneously, which identifies more essential clues of 
specific object features to infer superior channel-wise 
attention mechanism.

Firstly, the 2 kinds of directional pooling operations are 
introduced. Hence, the proposed channel attention can 
combine features along horizontal and vertical directions, 
generating a pair of direction-aware channel feature maps. 
In order to gather important clues, both max pooling 
operation and average pooling operation along 2 directions 
are used simultaneously. Secondly, 2 kinds of convolutional 
operations are applied in their respective directions. The 
convolution transformations of both directions can fully 
use the captured channel-sensitive information so that the 
regions of interest can be accurately stressed. Finally, the 
intermediate feature maps are concatenated and convolved 
by a standard convolutional layer. To summarize, the 
mathematical expressions of the whole channel attention 
stage can be formulated as below:
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where 1σ  denotes the sigmoid function and 2σ  denotes 

the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function. X(F) and Y(F)
are intermediate results with the input F during channel 
attention stage, which are feature maps along horizontal 
and vertical directions respectively. Then, X(F) and Y(F) 
are jointed and convoluted by a standard convolutional 
operation. F1×1 represents a weight-shared 1×1 convolutional 
transformation function. XMP(F) refers to the max-
pooled feature map along the horizontal direction and 
XAP(F) refers to the average-pooled feature map along 
the horizontal direction. Conversely, YMP(F) refers to the 
max-pooled feature map along the vertical direction and 
YAP(F) refers to the average-pooled feature map along 
the vertical direction. h and w are components of F. Fh 
and Fw are 1×1 convolutional operations along different 
directions. ( )h

cXMP h  denotes the output of the c-th channel 
at height h with 1-dimensional (1D) horizontal global max 

Figure 7 The arrangement of our proposed attention method, which is integrated with a residual block in Resnet50. Considering the size 
of mask, the extra input part is only employed on the first residual block. The extra input part should be deleted in the subsequent residual 
blocks.
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pooling operation. ( )h
cXAP h  represents the output of the 

c-th channel at height h with 1D horizontal global average 
pooling operation. ( )w

cYMP w  denotes the output of the c-th 
channel at width w with 1D vertical global max pooling 
operation. ( )w

cYAP w  represents the output of the c-th 
channel at width w with 1D vertical global average pooling 
operation. Fc represents the linear transformation which 
can be further learned to capture the significance of each 
channel.

The proposed channel attention combines features along 
2 spatial directions, generating a pair of direction-aware 
channel feature maps. The experiments indicated that using 
both average-pooling and max-pooling features can greatly 
improve networks’ representation ability and extraction 
power rather than only using each independently, which 
shows the effectiveness of our novel design.

Spatial attention stage
A more-comprehensive spatial attention mechanism was 
proposed to better utilize the spatial features. The spatial 
attention map can be generated by exploiting the inter-
spatial relationship of features. Unlike the channel attention 
mechanism mentioned above, our spatial attention focuses 
on the informative spatial part, which can be seen as 
a supplement to the channel attention mechanism. In 
order to compute the spatial attention map, the following 
several kinds of operations were applied to all residual 
blocks: global average pooling, global max pooling, 
convolutional operations with 2 kernel sizes, and extra 
input superposition. Using both global average pooling and 
global max pooling can help the spatial stage capture more 
global information. Convolutional operations can help the 
model further learn the deep expression of features, and 
convolutional kernels with different sizes focus on different 
feature types. From this, 2 kernel sizes with different sizes 
are applied, which can assist the model in capturing more 
accessible information. In addition, the masking strategy 
VI is used again as an extra input form in the first block, 
further enhancing the semantic features during the spatial 
attention stage. The mathematical expressions of the whole 
spatial attention stage can be formulated as below:

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )

1

1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 7 7 1 1; ; ; ;
spatialM F

F GAP F GMP F F F F F EI Fσ × × ×=  
[3]

where 1σ  represents the sigmoid function, F1×1 represents a 
1×1 convolutional operation. All subsequent operations are 
concatenated and convolved by the standard convolution 

F1×1. GAP(F1) and GMP(F1) denote global average pooling 
and global max pooling operations with the intermediate 
input F1, separately. F3×3(F1) and F7×7(F1) represent the 
convolutional operations with the filter sizes of 3×3 and 7×7 
with the input F1 after channel processing. EI(F1) represents 
the extra input processed by the means of masking strategy 
VI, which is only applied to the first residual block. It 
should be noted that the EI(F1) item is not accepted for 
calculating in the subsequent residual blocks.

Training stage

Being different from starting with a series of random 
initialization parameters, pre-training strategy was applied 
at the beginning of model training process in this study, 
which can accelerate the subsequent iterations. The initial 
parameters were obtained by pre-training on another 
dataset of the same type, such as the ImageNet (44). It is the 
most commonly used pre-training dataset and it contributes 
to train robust and universal image classification models. 
The obtained parameters were used to initialize the model 
f (x; y; ѳ), which can promote the network better approach 
the global optimal solution.

In addition, the adjustment of learning rate benefits 
relate directly to the performance of the model during 
training stage (45). The gradual warmup strategy proposed 
by Facebook (46) was applied. The formula of learning rate 
with gradual warmup can be computed as follows:

initial
i

epochs

lr ilr
N

×
=  [4]

where i represents the current epoch, lri represents the 
learning rate of i, lrinitial represents the initial learning rate by 
setting, and Nepochs represents the total number of all epochs 
in warmup strategy.

After the warmup stage, the learning rate reaches the 
initialized value. To improve global optimalization, a cosine 
annealing algorithm was adopted in the current study:

1 1 cos
2 initial

tlr lr
T
π  = +     

 [5]

The multi-classification cross-entropy loss function is:

( ) ( )( ), ,1
log ˆN

i m i mi
Loss y y

=
= −∑  [6]

where y(i,m) is the target output and ŷ(i,m) is the actual output 
of the network. i denotes the i-th sample, which belongs 
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to the class m. The value of m varies with the sample i. N 
represents the total number of all samples.

Results

The section analyzes the experimental results in detail. 
Firstly, the description of the experimental configuration is 
stated. Secondly, the detailed analysis of basic architectures 
is explained. Thirdly, the experimental results of the 
proposed masking strategies are explained. Finally, the 
comparison between our proposed attention mechanism 
and the other advanced attention mechanisms are stated in 
detail.

Configuration

The experiments were developed using a universal Python 
package, PyTorch (47) (https://pytorch.org/), which runs 
on Linux operating system (https://www.linux.org/). All 
the experiments including the models’ training process in 
this study were carried on a high-powered workstation, 
including: Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU @2.4 GHz (USA), 3 
NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPUs (USA), and 64 GB of random-
access memory (RAM). All CT images in this study 
were resized as the size of 344×224 and the pixel values 
were normalized to the range of 0 to 1. The parameters 
pretrained by ImageNet were loaded to initialize the basic 
convolutional architectures. Stochastic gradient descent 
(SGD) with momentum was utilized as the optimizer. The 
batch size was set to 32 and the number of training epochs 
is 150. The parameters of the model are saved when models 
achieve the highest accuracy in the 150 epochs.

Metrics

Accuracy (ACC), Marco F1 score (F1), and area under the 
curve (AUC) were calculated to evaluate the performances. 
ACC denoted the number of correct predictions among 
all instances, which is a measurement of systematic error. 
F1 reflected the simultaneous effect of between Precision 
and Recall through harmonic means by imposing more 
penalties on extreme values. AUC represented the area 
under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. 
The calculation measurements of ACC, F1, and AUC are 
illustrated as follows:
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where N denotes the total number of all categories and i 
denotes the current category. In this study, N equalled 7 
and i ranged from 1 to 7. TPi was the number of i-th true 
positives. TNi was the number of i-th true negatives FPi. was 
the number of i-th false positives. FNi was the number of 
i-th false negatives. The 3 above indicators (ACC, F1, AUC) 
were computed in subsequent experiments. The higher the 
3 indicators, the better the performances.

Analysis of basic architectures

We set the original CT image with a labeling box to the 
input form and then applied different architectures to 
investigate the performance of basic architectures. The 
experimental results on the testing subset are listed in  
Table 3. The confusion matrix of SVM is shown in  
Figure 8A, and the confusion matrix of ResNet50 is shown 
in Figure 8B. The performance of traditional SVM is quite 
poor, and it does not cope well with a large amount of data. 
Some well-performing segmentation structures (including 
Faster RCNN, YOLOv3, and DenseNet) do not achieve 
satisfactory results in abdominal lymph node classification 
tasks, which may increase the likelihood of overfitting on 
smaller medical image datasets. ResNets are specifically 
designed for image classification, demonstrating the highest 
value for the ACC (70.16–70.41%), which is superior to 
the other convolutional classifiers. ResNets are easier to 
optimize, and they can gain accuracy from considerably 
increased depth. Further experimental metrics showed 
that the deeper the ResNet, the better the architecture 
performance. As a result, the ResNet50 was chosen as the 
basic architecture in our subsequent experiments.

Analysis of masking strategies

From the results shown in Table 4, it is evident that using 
a masking strategy stack with an original CT image 

https://pytorch.org/
https://www.linux.org
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performs better than that only using CT or mask images. 
The results of the first line without masking strategy 
can be seen as the baseline. By comparison of the first 
7 lines, it can be concluded that the original CT image 
contains more prodigious amounts of information than 
the mask. By comparing the baseline and the last six lines, 
it can be concluded that the labeling box destroys the 
information contained in the original CT image to some 
extent. The proposed masking strategy stacking with the 
original CT image is a reasonable choice. On the one 

hand, the information contained in the original CT image 
is protected and utilized sufficiently. On the other hand, 
the features of position and shape can be highlighted 
better. Masking strategy VI stacking with the original CT 
image performed best, which benefits from introducing 
the relative positional information and reinforcing the 
morphological features. The confusion matrix of masking 
strategy VI is shown in Figure 8C. As a result, the proposed 
masking strategy VI was chosen as the final masking 
strategy.

Figure 8 Confusion matrixes of the methods mentioned in this study. The ordinate represents the true label and the abscissa represents 
the predicted label. (A) represents the performance of the SVM classifier, with the general input form (the original CT image with a red 
labeling box). (B) represents the performance of the ResNet50 model, with the general input form. (C) represents the performance of the 
ResNet50 model, with the specific input form (the original CT image stacking with the mask processed by the proposed masking strategy 
VI). (D) represents the performance of the ResNet50 model after using the proposed attention mechanism, with the specific input form. 
CT, computed tomography; OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator caudal lymph node; PIILN, proximal internal iliac 
lymph node; DIILN, distal internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac lymph node; ABLN, aortic bifurcation lymph node; 
CMLN, colorectal mesenteries lymph node.
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Analysis of attention mechanisms

A series of comparative experiments with the other 
advanced attention methods mentioned in Subsection 
Comprehensive attention mechanism were further carried out. 
Through the experimental results shown in Table 5, our 
proposed method achieved the best performance compared 
with the other state-of-the-art methods in the partition 
task. Self-attention and non-local belong to early spatial 
attention research, which performs poorly in the node 
partition task. As channel attention research continues, 
several typical architectures achieve some excellent results, 
and these approaches still have some drawbacks. SE and 
SK squeeze each 2-dimensional (2D) feature map to build 
interdependencies among channels, which ignore the 
importance of positional information. CA introduces the 
concept of direction but remains channel-level. Hence, 
mixed attention is entering the mainstream. DA-Net and 
CBAM can only capture local relations but fail in long-
range dependencies modeling. By encoding direction-

aware and position-sensitive feature maps, our proposed 
comprehensive attention mechanism is designed to 
capture rich contextual relationships for superior feature 
representations with intra-class compactness, which 
contributes to achieving results superior to those of the 
other advanced methods. The confusion matrix of our 
proposed attention mechanism is shown in Figure 8D and 
the corresponding visualization is shown if Figure 9 [the 
heat maps were obtained by the means of Grad-CAM (48)].

Discussion

In this study, we proposed a novel masking strategy and 
developed the comprehensive attention mechanism based 
on ResNet50 to accurately partition abdominal lymph 
nodes in CT imaging. The proposed method can improve 
the efficiency and reliability of abdominal lymph node 
partition, which has several advantages: (I) the proposed 
automatic technique with neural network theory can 
improve the accuracy of abdominal node partition; (II) the 

Table 4 Comparison of different input forms and masking strategies

No. 

Input form Metrics

CT Box
Masking strategy

ACC (%) F1 (%) AUC (%)
I II III IV V VI

Baseline √ √ – – – – – – 70.41 61.45 64.94

No. 1 – – √ – – – – – 62.05 51.77 60.44

No. 2 – – – √ – – – – 63.24 51.97 60.54

No. 3 – – – – √ – – – 65.16 52.91 61.50

No. 4 – – – – – √ – – 66.83 53.54 62.55

No. 5 – – – – – – √ – 66.35 53.62 64.55

No. 6 – – – – – – – √ 67.78 53.83 65.09

No. 7 √ – √ – – – – – 80.19 70.07 78.03

No. 8 √ – – √ – – – – 81.50 71.77 79.43

No. 9 √ – – – √ – – – 82.10 72.32 79.94

No. 10 √ – – – – √ – – 85.08 78.82 83.04

No. 11 √ – – – – – √ – 83.29 74.08 80.62

No. 12 √ – – – – – – √ 86.16* 80.86* 83.94*

CT represents the original computed tomography image. Box represents the labeling box. √ in the cell means that the corresponding 
component is applied, while – represents unused. ACC, F1 and AUC are calculated on testing subset. *, superior indicators than other 
configurations. CT, computed tomography; ACC, accuracy; AUC, area under the curve.
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visualizations of experimental results (shown in Figure 9) 
show that the proposed method determines the partition 
of nodes according to the features with higher correlation, 
rather than being affected by other non-nodular areas; (III) 
the accuracy of our proposed attention mechanism is higher 
than that of the other advanced attention techniques, which 
is much more suitable for the task of node partitioning.

The actual contents of our ongoing/future research are 
as follows: (I) as research continues, the dataset size will 
increase, and the types of labels will be refined; (II) further 
studies will be conducted on the updated dataset, such 
as determining whether the node is negative or positive; 
(III) multi-modality medical information of the same node 
will be combined and exploited to further improve the 
experimental metrics.

Conclusions

In the current study, a large-scale dataset with high-level 
manual annotation was constructed. A 2-round annotation 
calibration method was applied to build such a dataset with 

node-oriented labels. The proposed method introduces 2 
contributions to address the partition task: the innovative 
masking strategy and the comprehensive attention 
mechanism. The proposed masking strategy can effectively 
retain semantic information and enhance relative location 
information, pushing diagnostic performance further. The 
comprehensive attention mechanism includes 2 stages: 
the channel attention stage and the spatial attention stage. 
The channel attention can subtly capture direction-aware 
information, which is more beneficial to visual tasks with 
classification. The spatial attention stage contains the 
convolutional operations with multiple kernel sizes and 
the reusage of extra input. The multiple convolutions 
contribute to capturing multi-scale information. The 
specific extra input reuses the positional mask, which is 
conducive to capturing long-range dependence among 
spatial positions. The attention-based automatic method 
of abdominal lymph node partition performs better than 
other state-of-the-art methods, benefitting from the 
enhancements of the inter-channel relationship and long-
range spatial dependencies.

Table 5 Comparison with the advanced methods

Attention category Method
Metrics

ACC (%) F1 (%) AUC (%)

Baseline ResNet50 86.16 80.86 83.94

Spatial +self-attention (37) 86.39 80.90 84.42

+non-local (38) 87.11 80.93 84.79

Channel +SE (39) 86.51 80.65 84.24

+SK (40) 86.99 81.00 84.60

+CA (41) 87.21 81.09 84.88

Mixed +DA-Net (42) 87.82 82.83 85.35

+CBAM (43) 88.90 84.09 86.86

+proposed 89.74* 85.95* 88.23*

Baseline represents without applying any attention components. ACC, F1, and AUC are calculated on testing subset. *, superior indicators 
than other configurations. ACC, accuracy; AUC, area under the curve; SE, squeeze excitation; SK, selective kernel; CA, coordinate 
attention; DA-net, dual-attention network; CBAM, convolutional block attention module.
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Figure 9 Visualizations of the abdominal lymph node in 7 partitions. The left column is the original CT images and the tiny nodes are 
identified with the red labeling boxes. The middle column is the corresponding enlarged parts of the lymph node, which is also remarked 
by the red rectangles. The right column is the Grad-CAM (48) heat maps stacking with the partial CT image. CT, computed tomography; 
OCLN1, obturator cranial lymph node; OCLN2, obturator caudal lymph node; PIILN, proximal internal iliac lymph node; DIILN, 
distal internal iliac lymph node; C/EILN, common/external iliac lymph node; ABLN, aortic bifurcation lymph node; CMLN, colorectal 
mesenteries lymph node.
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